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Calculation for Judging
Update: 1 January 2008
Scoring:
Judges will award a maximum of 100 points to each rider based on their overall impressions of each run
performed. The judges will score each rider in the following categories:
Technical performance = 50 points
(Level and variety of tricks performed – what did the rider perform)
Judges look for the variety and diversity of tricks in a flowing creative sequence. In the judge’s eyes, a
better rider is one who throws a balanced variety of inverts, spins, heel side, toe side, switch, blind
tricks, and handle passes etc, using both air tricks and obstacles.
Impression = 50 points
(Airtime, mastery, style and control of tricks = how did the rider perform)
How impressive was the routine, how big did the rider go? For Slider and Kicker: How controlled and
balanced is the rider? The judges look for the degree of effort in each manoeuvre performed and of the
overall run. Does the Rider show his personal style in the trick performed? Is the trick grabbed, boned,
tweaked, shifted? Are the tricks landed clean? Good body position in the air? How long was the trick
grabbed? How good is the approach /cut of tricks, the flow in the run.
For each judging team a head judge will be installed. After the first rider in the heat, the head judge
will give a range for the scoring of the first rider. This will give a solid base for the judging of this
certain heat.
Wild card
There will be no wild card in this format.
Calculation of scores:
The Average method of calculating will be used:
• Choose the better run. Then the Scores from the two categories (Technical performance and
Impression) of a rider's routine are added together to produce a judge's total score.
• Then add all three judges' total scores
• Divide this total score by 6 and multiply this result with 10!
For Example:
Judge 1: 3.2 +3.5 = 6.7
Judge 2: 3.5 + 4.0 = 7.5
Judge 3: 3.1 + 3.3 = 6.4
6.7 + 7.5 +6.4 = 20.6
20.6 : 6 * 10 = 34.33 Points
Judges should ensure that all scores given on the scoring sheets are scored out of 10. The necessary
conversions will be made at the calculation stage to ensure that the above system is adhered to.
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